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Dear Mr. Jensch:
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Mhile I have never had the opportunity %.z-.w
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.you personal&4, lady I work

closely with; Mrs. Mildred Kurtz, of19W!R64
, N.Y. commends you high,
ly; hense this communication to you, and I sincerely hope you will favor'
me with the answers I seek, for in my work in behalf of the League; partic
ularly in the rapidly rising areas of the modern and ultra-modern nuclear
electric generating plants there seems no.doubt about the pro's and con's
related to such plants, and as I have been connected with what occurs in
such plants since early 1963, using tae Con Edison Indian :Point,, Unit No.1,
as an example, I have more or less grown up with the subject in-my work in
the League, in which case, the League has actually made the%nuclear plant
a department, so to speak. Hense my communications on this subjeot
Starting from eight years ago, iurlwork has grown with it, and while we mi
feel the nuclear plant has many merits; we still feel there is a real long
way to go yet before one can say: 0K. And starting from scratch;
it would
seem'that as far as such plants go; it would seem that for some reason, t/he
professional knowledge of what this nuclear giant is; and how it should be
managed and controlled; seems very apparently not been given the care and
attention it.10hemanded by it. Hense a literal rash of unnecessary "fish killg"
parts of rea~tors-breaking; accidents; incidents; "Big Allis"; plant break
downs; shutdowns; almost each and every one causing long months out of ser
vice with no current generated, while at the same time, requests for in
creased being made to a "gentle" P.S.0. that only increased the ire of the
public that paid the bills, with a final end to all these ills: Indian Pt.
Unit No.-I, had a fire, that required the service of some •five nearby town
volunteef fire companies to control it, with many. firemen being hospitalized.
At firest; that fire was only of small size and loss; yet some days later,
it had become a Five Million Dollar job, with a statement in the news media
that arson was suspected; that certain items had been found at the scene,
that had been sent to the F.B.I. for inspection; even an earl$ arrest was
expected, yet as time went on; all this seemed to dwop by the wayside, in
which case, one could only suspect that this was just one more case where
possible carelssness; lack of inspection; hard luck; was again at its dead
ly wor. So; whom would you hold responsible for that?*
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Mr. Jensch: Would it not seem that with a history or reoord such as this,
that ample steps should be taken to put an end to all situations such as
this, for possibly in not too long a time, a real dangerous and damaging
situation may arise, and who knows what the result might be?
Now back to the latter day nuclear plant, and what we may be faced with:
In a piece sent to us, presumably prepared by the Nuclear Information Cen
are told that
ter; 2604 24th Street N. Arlington, Va., 22207, we 3
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conceal from the public that this modern equitalent
machine ( breeds more fuel than it consumes)is horribly hazardous. Thous
ands of tons of liquid sodium coursing around a ton or more of plutonium
yields some awful destruction and contamination of wide areas with alpha-a
contaminated radio-active wastes--unless the devise works perfectly. Noth
ing in Nature or the works of manhave yet.
Breeder appropriations in the FY 1972 AEC budget are expected to be listed
at 4265 millions; actually there is more hidden in various departmentp as a
K
i
breakdown of last years-expendItures show.
Wy has the AEC stinted on the safety of conventional light-water reactors
and gone off the deep end with this esotorio devise, whose safety problems
are far more complex and very probably insoluable?
Close cooperation between the AEC and the Federal Power Commission is pav
ing the way for theFPO to have a hand in the licensing of all power plants.
It is presently confined to hydro facilities. FPC is already finding crit
ical power shortages in areas where nuclear plants are facing licensing:de
lays from environmentalists interventions.
MLr. Jensch: The foregoing situation listed herein are probably only a part
of what we are, or will be facing, and we feel that just these will play
havow in our small nuclear worll a world that is becoming worse by the min
ute. So is it any wonder why there Are so many prone to look with fear or
suspicion at what we see oocurring in the world around us?
I would appreciate any comments you may care to make on this piece, and I
will eagerly await your reply.
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